In this paper we introduce an integration system that consists of two subsystems (tools): integration sub-system (tool) and query (sub-system) tool. The integration tool has been built for integrating data from different data stores (databases) that were created with different database engines. The query sub-system (tool) has been built to help a user to query in a structured natural language or structured query language. The integration system has been built based on the web services technology to be adaptable, reusable, maintainable, and distributed. The integration subsystem collects data from heterogeneous data sources, unifies them based on ontology and stores the unified data in a data warehousing, which its schema is generated automatically by the tool. The integration tool is a database engine independent, domain independent and based on ontology scheme. The query tool has been built to accept the requests from a user and manipulate data in the data warehouse and return the results to the user. The query tool generates queries automatically based on the user requirements and data warehouse schema. The user can write his query as structured natural language or structured query language. The system has been implemented and tested.
I. Introduction
The Web contains abundant repositories of information that make selecting just the needed information for an application a great challenge since computers applications understand only the Web pages structure and layout and have no access to their intended meaning. To enable users get information from the Web by querying a database there are two traditional approaches: to enhance query languages to be a Web aware; the other is virtually extraction Web pages with wrappers. The new alternative approach proposed by Embley [1] at Brigham Young University, data extraction group is the Semantic Web.
The Semantic Web aims to enhance the existing Web with a layer of machine-interpretable metadata. The American Heritage Dictionary defines semantics as -the meaning or the interpretation of a word, sentence, or other language form‖ Embley [1] .
The emergence of the Semantic Web will simplify and improve knowledge reuse on the Web and will change the way people can access knowledge, agents will be a knowledge primary consumer. By combining knowledge about their user and his needs with information collected from the Semantic Web, agents can perform tasks via Web services [2] automatically. So agents can understand and reason about information and use it to meet user's needs. They can provide assistance using ontologies, axioms, and languages such as DARPA Agent Markup Language which are cornerstones of the Semantic Web.
Data interoperability occurs when an application can use data from one or more disparate data sources. With the amount of data being produced, stored, and exchanged in the world today, there are numerous situations for which achieving data interoperability is essential. For example: Multiple organizations with their own data storage schemas, such as regional educational services, might merge into one, larger organization and consolidate their data. Also, a head office may require its various organizations to submit annual performance data in a particular format; this format may change from year to year. Two separate organizations having data about a certain topic may wish to exchange or merge this data; however, they do not want to share private data about their employees and finances. Finally, a supplier may wish to exchange data with a manufacturer.
The common issue in these examples is that the data to be exchanged and/or integrated comes from separate sources that were developed independently. This means that the data might reside in completely different formats -for example, some data might be stored in a relational database, the other as XML files, even textual sources can provide data.
In addition, because each data schema is designed independently, these schemas will be different -even if they are expressed in the same data model (e.g. the relational data model) and describe the same domain. In data integration, a mediated schema is used to provide a uniform query interface for multiple data sources. The mediated schema approach is often used in enterprise data integration, for example when various branches of the same organization merge. In this approach, the data stays in the individual source databases. Queries are expressed in terms of the mediated schema, while wrappers containing schema mappings between the source schemas and the mediated schema translate the queries and the results back and forth.
Other approaches, often used in Web applications, are: peer-to-peer data integration where pairwise mappings are made directly between a number of individual data sources, and the data exchange where mapping is created between a source and a target schema with the goal of moving all of the data from the source database to the target database.
Schema mappings represent a key to achieve data interoperability. It is a precise specification of the relationships between the elements of a source schema and the elements of a target schema. This specification makes it possible to transform data from the source schema to fit into the target schema. Executable schema mappings are schema mappings that can take an instance of a source schema and reform it to meet the syntax and integrity constraints of a target schema. The source and target schemas need not be in the same format; for instance, the source database might be a relational database while the target database could be stored in XML. Executable schema mappings can be expressed in any executable language that can be used to extract data from or input data into the databases, such as SQL, XQuery.
The schema matching involves finding correspondences between pairs of individual elements of the source and target schemas. Taking as input a source schema S and a target schema T, this step outputs a multimapping which consists of pairs of correspondences between elements of S and elements of T. (Where elements, in a relational database, are the attributes of relations). The methods used for this step use clues from the labels of the schema attributes [3] , the structures of the schemas [4] , and occasionally lexical comparisons to words present in external taxonomies of words [5] . The most effective schema matchers LSD [6] use a hybrid of these techniques. Even the best schema matchers do not achieve 100% accuracy -for example, Doan et al. [6] reported 71% -92% accuracy for their hybrid matcher, LSD, and noted that two specific characteristics of schemas preventing the accuracy from being higher were: ambiguity in the meaning of labels, and being unable to anticipate every type of format for the data. These deficiencies in accuracy are propagated to the next step in schema mapping creation, mapping generation.
II. Related Work
Brend Amann et al. [7] , proposed ontology mediator architecture for the querying and integration of XML data sources. Cruz et al. [8] proposed mediator to providing data interoperability among different databases. Also, Philipi et al. [9] introduced architecture for ontology-driven data integration based on XML technology.
Others presented some solutions to enhance the metadata representation as in Hunter et al. [10] by combining RDF and XML schemas, and Ngmnij et al. [11] by using metadata dictionary as for solving some semantic heterogeneity.
In solving some problems in the query processing, Baoshi et al. [12] presented a query translation approach, Corby et al. [13] addressed the problem of a dedicated ontology-based query language, Saleh [14] presented a semantic framework that addresses the query mapping approach.
In E. Mena et al. [15] OBSERVER is an approach for query processing in global information system. Yingge et al. [16] presented aSDMS system which utilizes software agent and Semantic Web technologies; they addressed the problem of improving the efficiency of information management across weak data. A data warehousing approach with ontology based query facility presented by Munir et al. [17] .
Finaly, Al-Ghamdi, et al, [18] , developed a software system based on ontology to semantically integrate heterogeneous data sources such as XML and RDF to solve some conflicts that occur in these sources. They used agent framework based on ontology to retrieve data from distributed heterogeneous data sources. They implemented this framework using some modules and libraries of Java, Aglet, Jena and AltovaXML.
III.

The Integration System
High-level architecture Figure 1 illustrates the high-level architecture of the integration system ( tools) . The figure shows that the integration system has two tools (susb-systems): query Tool and integration tool. The integration tool reads the schema of each data store and the ontology-2 information and builds data warehouse schema (structure) for those data stores. The query tool receives a structural natural language query and analyzes it based on the ontology-1 information, and builds a SQL query to retrieve the required data from the datawarehouse. The Architecture of the Integration System The system consists of two sub-systems: integration sub-system, and query sub-system as shown in figure 2 . The integration-subsystem has a set of web services: retrieving web services, Gathering web service, datawarehouse schema-web-service-generator, and data integrator web service. In addition the integration subsystem contains ontology-2 that includes domain data dictionary.
In the above architecture, the retrieving web-service-1 until retrieving web-service-n retrieve the updated or new data from the Data Source-1 unit Data Source-n and return the data to Gathering web service. Each retrieving web service checks off line its corresponding data source to retrieve the updated and new data. The gathering web service receives the retrieved data from all resources and store them in Temporally-Big-datasources. This Big-data-resources has all tables of all data sources but all them are stored in the same format of a database engine. This means that gathering web service convert the retrieved tables from different formats to the format of Temporally-Big-data-sources. The ontology-2 holds the data dictionary of the application domain. The data dictionary are stored and updated by the business analyst.
Datawarehouse schema-Web-service-generator reads data dictionary from ontology-2 and structure of all tables in Temporally-Big-data-sources and produce the structure of the data warehouse and the mapping metadata of the current application that are stored in the metadata mapping The query sub-system contains a set of web services in addition to ontology-1. The web services are user interface web service, Query generator-web service, and Dataware-house web service. The user Interface Web service creates a user interface to the user where the user enters his query in formatted (has a syntax) natural language.
Query generator-web service receives the formatted query from the interface web services and based on the triples that are stored in the ontology-1 creates SQL-statement. Data warehouse web service receives the created SQL-statement and retrieves the required data. The retrieved data is returned to the user interface web service to be displayed to the user.
The data warehouse is shared between the two sub-system and it is built automatically based on specific database engine such as SQL_server or DB2 or others. Figure 3 shows a sequence diagram for the query subsystem. The diagram illustrates the dynamic behavior of the subsystem. In the sequence diagram, the user writes the query in natural language that accepted by the method write-snl-query() that has been implemented in user interface web service. The Generate-SQL-s (snl) message is sent by the user interface web service and received by Query generator web service that it generates SQL (structure query language statement) based on ontology-1. The generated SQL-s is sent with the Execute(SQL-s) message that is accepted by data warehouse web service. The data warehouse web service executes the statement by retrieving data from the data warehouse. The retrieved data is sent as actual argument of the message display-results(r-data) that is received by the user interface web service to be displayed. The sequence diagram of the integration subsystem is shown in figure 4a. In sequence diagram(figure 4a), the retrieving web service checks a timer. If the timer value equals zero, then the -retrieveNewData()‖ method is called to retrieve all new data in data sources. The -storeRetrieveData(data)‖ method of gathering web service receives the retrieved data to store them in the temporally-big-data sources. The data integrator web service receives -integrateDataAndStoreInDw()‖ to integrate the gathered data based on metadata mapping table and store them in datawarehouse. Figure 4b illustrates the sequence diagram of building the schema of datawarehouse. In the diagram the -Datawarehouse schema-Web-service-generator‖ receives the message -buildDwSchema()‖ message to build a new datawarehouse. The -Datawarehouse schema-Web-servicegenerator‖ sends the -collectSchemasOfDataStores()‖ message to -gathering web service‖ to retrieve all schemas of all data stores. Each -retrieving web service‖ receives the -retrieveDataStoreSchema()‖ message from the -gathering web service‖ to return the schema of its linked data store. Schemas of all data stores are returned to -Datawarehouse schema-Web-service-generator‖ to read the data from ontology2 and finally creates a new datawrehouse. 
IV. Implementation
A prototype has been implemented using Java, and ASP.Net environment. Sun Microsystems provide Java Development Kits (JSDK) for many platforms, a standard edition and enterprise edition. The used data sources in this prototype are XML, and RDF as they are dominant in data interchange. The XML data source has the following schema structure 
Conclusion
In this research we have built an integration system that collects data from different data sources that were generated by different database engines. Also, the system helps users to request data using structured natural language or structured query language. The system consists of two subsystems (tools): integration sub-system (tool) and query (sub-system) tool; the integration system has been built based on the web services technology. The integration tool has been built as a multi web services for integrating data from different data stores (databases) that were created with different database engines; there is a retrieving web-service for each engine. The integration sub-system (tool) creates the schema of the data warehouse automatically based on domain ontology that is associated with the tool. This means that the time of building data warehouse is reduced and the performance of the application totally is increased. The query sub-system (tool) has been built to help a user to query in a structured natural language or structured query language. The query sub-system uses local ontology that is associated with the system to understand the structured natural language query and concerted into SQL to retrieve the results from the data warehouse. The system has been implemented, tested. The system has many advantages: a database engine independent, domain independent, and smart system because it is based on ontology scheme.
Our system also has good attributes: adaptable, reusable, and distribution. The system is adaptable because it can be used with any distributed system (platform or distributed system independent). It is reusable because its web services can be used in building similar tools without recompilation. The system is distributed means that its web services can be deployed on different machines in different locations. The system satisfy two non-functional requirements: scalability and performance. Scalability means that the system can serve any number of users without scarifying the performance. This is because the web services can be deployed on another machines to reduce the load on the existing machines.
